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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

what I’d call plenty aint much, I wouldn’t of no way of getting «’living for them but by
She introduced herself by saying that she | his business, and the young man spoke of it
care about a fip. But my old ooman’s been her needle, and as she’was a neat sewer, she had just seen some very pretty shirts at Mrs. | as increasing, and said that he had done as
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
sick now three months, and I’ve got five little hoped to get work, ahd earn food and scant F__------- an(] ^at she w.asso well pleased
well as he had expected.
JAMES K. REMICH.
children, and sometimes I can’t hardly git clothing at.least. But she could get no work. with the work, that she had inquired for the
“ You have no thought of moving, I sup
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. enough for ’em to eat. A fip would buy a No person knew her who wanted sewing
maker. (( And now having found you,” pose ?”
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
loaf of bread, and that would go a good done. She applied to several, and was still said she, “T want you to make and fit this
“ Oh no, the stand is a good one, and
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— ways.”
without the means of earning a dollar when calico dress for nte,1f you do such .work?’ pleases me.”
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
“ Here’s your levy, if you are a going to her last one was spent. Just at this sad
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
“ IX OllUil
shall uc
be giau
glad to
do it
it JUl
for you,
IV MM
VUUj ” said|
Buiuj “ Ahem 1 Ahem • I’ve been thinking for
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub take it. If your wife is sick, that’s no rea moment, the fact of her destitution becoming she, encouraged by the kind and feeling! sometime that your rent was too low. A
lisher, until all arrearages are paid
If more known, Mrs. T----- — septyfcr her*.
manner of the lady.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for son why you should be an extortioner.
good stand like your’s is worth a good deal
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount you are in want, beg, but don’t cheat.”
As she carried home her’ work-ihe day
“ And what will you charge ?”
more money.”
,
charged for its insertion.
“ The poor negro said no more, but took after the interview, she was glad at heart
Mrs. ------ hesitated a moment, and then
“ Three hundred and fifty is as much«as
the little piece of money, and went off. I with the thought that now there was a
;
said
—
I can afford to pay, and as much as any of
MISCELLANEOUS.
--- - neighbors
_• . .
witnessed this scene too. How my young, of escape al least from starvation^ But lit
“ Mrs. T------ gives me a quarter of a dol-! my
pay.”
hot
blood,
did
boil.
lar.
”
“
Vnnr
c‘,„ k
tle
more
her
yearning
heart
could
promise
“ Your »neighbors
pay too little then. I
[From the Alhenæum and Visiter.]
On that same evening I heard him, at a her. Boys’ shirts at twelve and a half cents
There was a bright spot for a moment on must have four hundred1 and fifty dollars
PROFESSION NOT PRINCIPLE.
public prayer meeting, in the ------ church, were her first pieces of work. Two of the cheek of the lady.
for my store for the next year.”
“ Profession is not Principle.” I learn address the good and holy Lord, and with these by hard work she mariaged to get
(c Then 1 will give you three,” said she
“Four hundred and fifty!” exclaimed
ed this lesson years ago, and have seen it vain repetitions, make a long prayer, as if done in a day. Had they beren made per with warmth.
the young man,(i I cannot afford to pay that.
Mrs. --------- burst into tears, and she Besides it is worth no more than I naw pav.:i
verified a hundred and a hundred times since. be were to be heard for his much speaking ; fectly plain she could hjye finished them
for it.”
Who has not ? Neither is profession reli instead of his pure heart, and upright pur early, and had time to give many necessary could not help it.
But the last
gion. How often, alas! how often, too, pose. How can such men read the word of attentions to her children
“ Are you in need,” inquired the strange
“ There are many who can and will pay
have I proved this. The best men I ever the Lord, and then hope to be received words of Mrs. T---- — had robbed her of that lady, hesitatingly, but with an air of feeling four hundred and fifty, and I must get the
knew were those who made but little profes hereafter into the heavens, where love to the chance.—“ You can stitch the colors of that could not be mistaken.
most profitable tenants I can.”
these, any how—you can afford it, I suppose,
sion. The internals with them were pure neighbor is perfect and pore.
For a moment the widow paused, but the
“ But I have been to at least two hundred
Mr.--------- had five apprentices. Each and they iron better when that is done.” sight of her children conquered the rising e- dollars expense.”
as well as the externals. — How just a crite
rion did our Lord establish when he said 1 the one of these he had taken from the alms The simple and touching—“ Yes ma’am,” motion of pride.
“ That is your own look out, young man,
tree is known by its fruit? But in these house, because, as he said, parents and friends but in a sadder tone than usual, was the on
“ I have nothing but a little corn meal not mine.”
in the house, and have no money.”
latter days, men have departed in too many were always troublesome to a master who had ly response.
“ So it is, and I was a fool to mention it3
They were a cowed, spiritless,
Next morning she was up early, though
instances from the simplicity of the gospel, boys.
A tear glistened in the stranger’s eye— I see I am yet a learner here.”
and have elevated faith above works —doc and if they were to be believed, a half-starv her head ached badly, and she was faint her breast heaved with strong emotion.
Mr. T------- — only smiled.
ed set.—Their clothes were poor and dirty, and weak, from having sat so steadily Then again all was still.
trine above charity.
“ Will you not take four hundred.”
I will pay you for this dress beforehand,
I lake no pleasure in making the expo and they were ashamed to appear at church through the whole of the preceding day.
“ Not one cent less than four hundred
sures which may follow, but where truth on the sabbath day, or to go into decent Her children were all taken up, washed and then ; and as I want it done very nice, I will and fifty.”
may do good I cannot conceal it. It is al company.—At meals, they were allowanced dressed; her rooms cleaned, and a scanty pay you a dollar for making it. Can I have
The young man could do but one of the
ways painful to perceive a deviation from in many articles, such as butter, meat, &c. meal of mush and milk prepared for the lit it day after to-morrow ?” ,
two things—remove or pay the high rent.
“ Certainly ma’am, to-morrow evening Fearing to risk another stand, and knowing
profession in those who make a show of re at breakfast and supper times ; and bread at tle ones, and a cup of tea for iferself. Her
ligion. Christianity has suffered more from dinner time. A single slice of bread was own stomach refused the food which her if you want it.”
that a change would be more loss to him
The dollar was paid down, and the angel than a hundred dollars, he reluctantly enthe irregularities of its friends, than the as all each received during dinner. Potatoes children partook’ with keen appetites, and
saults of its enemies. There are thousands were very good. The boys were loud in she could only swallow a few mouthfuls of mercy departed. More than one heart tered into contract to pay four hundred and
was made glad that morning.
who have ta ken upon themselves no vows, their complaints out of doors, but dared not of dry stale bread.
fifty.
It was near ten o’clock5 when she got
Now let us pay a visit to xMrs. T---- —.
who are purer in heart and more upright in say much within.
Another year passed away, and Mr.
In so large a family as that of Mr. T------ fairly down to work, her head still aching
After the widow had departed, a lady ac T——— added $50 more rent
actions than many, very many who stay not
---- on the
away from the altar. This is a sad truth. there was a good deal of sewing to do, and and almost blinding her. Some how or oth quaintance dropped in, who made no pro house.-.—This ---•
was«------borne with also,
for it
A few doors from our shop lived a Mr. out of charity the work was taken from a er she could not get on at all fast, and it fession of religion, and who was somewhat was better than- to
lL. fifty
— move.
-------- P
But when
seamstress who had sewed for the family was long past the usual dinner hour before tond of dress.
Among other subjects of additiqjpal were demanded, under the im
T------- a boot maker. He was a mem
ber of the--------- Church, and a loud profes sometime and given to a poor widow woman she had finished the first garment. The conversation, the neatness of the work on pression that the tenant would consider it
sor. Regularly every morning and evening with several small children. Ostensibly on children were impatient for their dinner, and the coarse shirts was talked over, and the more than a loss of fifty dollars to move, he
he assembled his family for worship, and in ly was this charity. Really, it was to save she had to make great haste in preparing it, lady learned the residence of the seamstress, could stand it no longer, and sought another
the private meetings of the church members, a few more pennies, How could this be ? as well for their satisfaction, as to gain time. and also, that she was very poor. After store. This store did not prove to be so
“ Mother, we’re getting most tired of her departure, Mr. T-------- came in from
he prayed loudest and longest of any. I some one will ask. Let me sketch a little
good a stand ; which so troubled the young
several times observed him during the ser scene; premising that this poor woman’s mush and milk,” said one of the little ones. the shop, and the following dialogue ensued. man’s mind that he, from neglecting his busi
“ Well, wife, how did Mrs.------- — do ness, became unsteady, and in the end fail
vices of the church on sabbath, and was husband was just dead, and she left helpless “ You don’t have all the good things now
forced to remark the air of piety and devo and friendless, with no apparent means of you used to. No pies, nor puddings, nor her work ?”
ed.
“Very^well, indeed; but what do you
tion which be exhibited. At first I was led support. Besides, she was in very feeble meat.”
With Mr. T—
it was a common
“ Never mind, dear, we’ll have some think ? she wanted me to pay her a part of practice to raise on all of his tenants a sum
to believe him a good man, but a little intro health. By accident Mr. T------ had heard
the price of making four shirts.”
duction into the’ secrets of his business trans of her distressed situation, and at the sug nice corn cakes for supper.”
just enough to make them feel that it was
“ You’ll have supper soon, won’t you
“ Is it possible. That’s just the way better to pay it then remove.
actions, convinced me that he made religion gestion of the individual who named her case
more a vehicle to worldly emolument and to him, told his wife that he thought it would mother ?” said another little one, coaxingly, these poor people always do. They spend
No one who has read the previous num
her thoughts busy with the nice corn cakes. a quarter as fast as it is earned, and so nev
honor, than to heavenly riches and divine be charity to give her some sewing.
“ And shan’t vVeViave molasses on them,” er get any thing ahead. You did not give ber ofthese sketches will feel disposed to
“ I think it would indeed,” says Mrs.
honors. It was only necessary to ask his
‘ accuse me erf fishing to throw disrespect
said another, pushing away her bowl of mush it to her tho’ ?”
apprentices his character, to understand T------ .
upon religiom How could 1 be Bo* false to >
11 Our sewing costs us a great deal,” res and milk.
“ No indeed. I told her to wait until it
something of his claims to religion. A real
myself as to wish to darken the light which
“
No,
dear,
not
to-night,
but
to-morrow
ponds
the
careful
husband,
“
and
in
this
amounted
to
five
dollars,
and
then
it
would
ly good man is rarely, if ever, the subject of
shines upon my own path,—which pene
we
’
ll
have
some.
”
do
her
more
good.
”
abuse by those under him, but they spare thing we may benefit ourselves as well as do
trates and disperses the glooms of the grave ?
“ Why not to night, mother, I want some
“ And what did she say to that.”
not the pretender to what he does not pos a deed of charity. No doubt this poor wo
But J am ever disposed to condemn and hold
to-night.
”
li
Oh,
nothing,
only
she
pretended
to
look
man
is
rather
an
indifferent
sewer,
in
compar

sess.
up in a just view all pretenders to that which
“ Mother aint got any money to buy it very melancholy, as though she were in a
Mr. T--------- was one of those who pro ison to Miss R------, and therefore her work
they do not possess. One such a man as
fess to consider heavenly riches as infinitely will not of course be worth so much, And with to-night, but to-morrow she will have starving condition. But I understand all Mr. T-------- does more real harm in the
some,
”
said
the
mother
soothingly.
these
things.
”
price
she
will
no
doubt
think
one
half
the
more valuable than sordid‘gold, but who,
world than a dozen open sinners.
“ O we’ll have ’lasses to-morrow for our
“ Trick and hypocrisy and whining al
by all their actions, illustrate the truth of Miss R------gets a good one.”
And alas! how many such there are.
“ No doubt,” chimes in the frugal part cakes,” cried out a little girl who could just ways seems to go with poverty. Was that
the remark with which we started, that
Who
does not know a Mr. T------ ? In what
speak
plainly,
clapping
her
hands
in
great
the
gaudy
butterfly
Mrs.
L
—
-----who
just
“ profession is not principle.” He was not ner.
religious association are not those to be
glee.
went
out
?
”
Mrs.
-----was
sent
for.
After
she
is
seat

content with working his apprentices hard,
After dinner Mrs.------ worked hard, and
“ Yes. 1 do think I have never known found who are willing to have faith alone,
and keeping them poorly clad and poorly fed, ed the following conversation ensues.
in much bodily pain and misery io finish a more worldly minded person than Mrs. L to (rust in faith alone, and to esteem the
“ Can you do plain sewing ?”
but he gained his penny whenever he could,
goods of this world as more valuable than
“ Yes ma’am, as well as most persons.” the other shirt, in which the last stitch was -------- in my life. All she thinks about
no mailer who lost the penny, or to whom
the goods of charity. A purified, internal
taken
at
nine
o
’
oclock.at
night.
is
dress
and
company.
She
never
seems
11
What
is
your
price
for
fine
shirts
?
”
it most belonged. I will give an exam
love for the neighbor, a love that prompts
Soon after breakfast the next day she took to reflect that she has got a soul to save.”
“ I havn’t set any price yet, but I will
ple of his dealing in this latter respect.
to good deeds—combined with a momenta
the
four
shirts
home
to
Mrs.
T
-----her
“
Or
to
be
lost,
which
it
certainly
will
be
work
as
low
as
any
one?
’
A drayman had brought him a load of
“ But you know that to get work you will thoughts mostly occupied with the comfort if she does not lay aside the vanities of this ry dependence upon the Lord for every good
leather from a house far down town. Af
and perfect gift of love, is the only religion
ter the leather was unloaded, the following have to do it a little lower than ordinary.— able food she was to buy her children with world. I suppose she never said a prayer that will make a man fit for the heavenly
the
half-dollar
she
had
earned.
For
it
was
a
in
her
life.
”
•
People
don
’
t
like
to
change.
”
dialogue, in substance, took place.
“ Not she; if you talked to her of praying society ofthechurch triumphant, where love
“ Well ma’am, I am in want, and I will sad truth that she had laid out her last dol
u Well, old fellow, (and the drayman
to the Lord and love to the neighbor is per
lar
for
the
meal
with
which
she
was
making
she
would smile in your face.”
work
at
almost
any
price
for
my
children.
”
was old—at least sixty) what’s to pay.”
fect and pure.
mush
for
her
little
ones.
“
A
sad
condition,
indeed
I
How
the
“ 1 suppose you will make fine shirts for
Three fips, sir !”
After
examining
every
seam,
every
hem,
world
lieth
in
the
wicked
one.
The
prince»
a
quarter.
”
II Here’s a levy. I never pay but a levy
United States and Texan
and every line of stitching, Mrs. T------ ex of this world hath many children and she is_
“ Yes ma’am !”
a load. You can’t take me in.”
The Commissioners on the part of the
pressed approbation of the work ; and hand one of them.”
And calico dresses for the same ?”
“ Indeed, massa, can’t take less than
ed the poor woman a couple of fine shirts
“ And yet,” continued the wife, “she United States and Texas, for marking
Yes ma’am 1”
three fips. That’s the reg’lar charge, and
to make for Mr. T------ and a calico dress seems utterly insensible to her sad condition, the boundary between these two na
Well that’s reasonable?’
1 always gits it.”
a Boys’ common shirts you’ll not charge for herself. — She did not offer to pay her and always changes the subject when I men tions, meLat Green’s BlqfLjOn the Sabine
u Nonsense ! here take your money, and
river, on (Tie 15th of Mqv^-Tn pursuance of
for the work she had done, and after linger tion it to her.”
over eleven pence for ?”
don’t stand palavering there.”
ing a few moments, Mrs.------ ventured to
“Ofcourse. And she will goon thus the adjournment which took place in March
“ No ma’am !”
“ Can’t, indeed, massa. You know’s that
“ Thai’s reasonable, and I’ll do all I can hint that she would like to have a part of hardening her heart, and stiffening her neck last, for the purpose of allowing each of the
aint enough,”
until she falls into the gulph of eternal rum. two Commissioners an opportunity to refer
il You black nigger, do you mean to say for you. It gives me pleasure to help the what she had earned.
to his Government a disputed question
“
Oh
dear
!
1
never
pay
a
seamstress
un

It is sad to think on.”
poor.
Come
down
to-morrow
and
I
’
ll
have
that I want to cheat you ?”
By eating the bread of carefulness, by which was raised as to the proper point of
u No, massa, but three fips is the reg’lar some work ready for you?’ The widow de til her bill amounts to five dollars. It is so
troublesome to keep account of st»all sums.— grinding the poor, and by overworking his commencement of the line, and whether it
charge for a load, and I can’t take less. I parted.
When you have made five dollars I will pay apprentices, Mr. T—
gradually be should run along ¿he western bank of Sa- „
i(
Well
wife,
”
says
Mr.
T
-----,
bustling
couldn’t make a liven’, at a levy.”
came the owner of property. Of course he_ bine pass and lakj, or along their middle
“Well I’m not going to stand fooling in when he saw the woman depart—“ At you.”
Mrs.--------- retired, but with a heart that was a hard landlord. He owned two or from t lie sea to We head of said lake.
here with you. If you don’t take this, you’ll what price will she work ?”
This question has been decided, sustain
seemed
like lead in her bosom. “ When three stores on Howard street, which were
((
At
just
half
what
Miss
R
-----charges.
”
get nothing.”
“ Can’t take it, massa. All or none is my ..(( Well that’s something like. It gives me shall 1 earn five dollars?—not for a whole every now and then changing tenants, for ing the Commissioner on the part of the
United States in the position originally
rule. I wont cheat by asking loo much, pleasure to befriend any one who is willing month at this rate,” were the words that few could stand his injustice.
One of these stores had been vacant for taken by him, that is^ the Jine will be
to work at a reasonable price. Why this formed themselves in her thoughts.
and I wont be cheated.”
“ We shall have the molasses now, moth some time, when a young man, just going commenced al the point where the Sabine^
will save us almost a dollar a week the year
“ Then you get none.”
er,
sha’nt we,” said two or three glad little into business, and who knew nothing of his discharges its waters into.the—Spa, on the
“ Well, 1 can give you three fips if you round.”
character, rented it for three hundred and_ Gulf of Mexico^ and will proceed thence a“ Yes, it will so : and if I keep her at it, voices, as she entered her home.
are sufferin’.” And the independent old fel
For
a
few
moments
she
knew
not
what
fifty dollars.—That was the highest limit long theBanh of that river (including under
or
some
one
else
at
the
same
price
fora
low got on his dray and drove off.
I was standing at the door of the shop at year, you’ll let me have a fifty dollar shawl, answer to make. Then gathering them all he had set himself in his close calculations that term what is calle^ “ Sabine pass” and
about her, she explained to them, as well as of profit. He was a poor, but enterprising^ “ Sabinelake”) madil the^said western
the time, and witnessed the whole proceed wont you ?”
she could make them understand, that the young man, and had been assisted into busi intersects the 32cffiegree of north latitude, _
“ Yes, if you want it.”
ing.—The unjust man, turned away as the
and thence by a'cT^e^rth hn>- to ILd
“Well, I’ll do my best. It’s shameful lady for whom she had made the work did not ness by a few confiding and firm friends.
dray moved off. but I could see no com
This secures the United States in the ex
Not
a
single
alteration
or
repair
would
pay
her
and
she
was
afraid
it
would
be
a
good
what
some
of
those
seamstresses
do
charge.
”
punction on his hard face.
It is often well to reverse a picture. Sup while before she would; and that until she T--------- put upon the house. After going clusive jurisdiction over the waters of the
A few days after, I witnessed a similar
was paid she could not get them any thing to about 200 dollars expense in fitting pass and the lake in as full a manner as
scene, which I will also describe. Another pose we look at the other side of this.
up the store handsomely the young man open over the rest of the river as far up as the
better than what they had.
Mrs.
-----had
always
been
delicate.
—
drayman brought him a barrel of flour and
The little things all stole silently and ed for business. At the end of the first year, 32d degree of latitude, which is altogether in
a keg of butter from the wharf. As usual When a girl she could never sew long at a
time without getting a pain in her side. She without a murmur away, and the mother a- he found that his profits had been very fair,* accordance with our view of the true inten
the eleven penny piece was tendered.
“ The price is three fips, massa,” said married a hard working, industrious mechan gain sat down to her work. A tear would but there were many remnants and pieces tion of our original treaty with Spain of
ic, whose trade was not very lucrative, yield often gather in her eye as she looked up of unsaleable goods on hand which had« 1819, which constituted file basis of “the
the negro, smiling.
conventions with Mexico, in the first place,
“ Nonsense ! here take your money, think ing barely enough for a support. Her health from the bright needle glistening in her fin been paid for, and curtailed his active capi
after her marriage was but little improved, gers, and noted the sadness and disappoint tal. Cheerful in prospect of his next year’s and with Texas afterwards, lor the demarca
I don’t know the price.”
“ Indeed, indeed, massa ! dal’s too lit and when with several small children she ment pictured in their young faces, From business, and resolved to use even more ac tion of this boundary.
The work will be pushed,“ with a view to
was left a widow, she yielded in her first keen this style of gloomy feeling she was roused tivity and economy, he put his last quarter’s
tle.”
the completion of as much of the line as
“ Here, aint you going to take your mon anguish of bereavement to despair. But a by a knock at the door, and a pleasant look rent in his pocket and called on Mr. -------- .
mother
ey. You’d better.”
-------- cannot
-----------longo sit in idleness when her ing lady somewhat gaily dressed, came in After the money had been taken, and the shall be practicable this summer.—New
[receipt given, Mr. ......
enquired after feans Bulletin*
Massa, if 1 had plenty of money, and I dear .babes are about her. She could think with a small bundle in her hand.
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UNITED STATES! LEGISLATURE.

A silly anti-abolition breeze was raised by
Mr. Crabb, of Alabama, about a book which
had been presented for the Congress library,
but which Mr. Crabb had discovered to con
tain something frightful about slavery. He
moved to refer the book to the library conxmiitee. Mr. Adams, through whom the book
had been presented, tried to say a few words,
but the subject Was tabooed. Finally the sub
ject was laid on the table, book and all.
After this the sub-Treasury again. The
speakers were Mr. Allen of Ohio and Mr.
Sergeant of Pa., both in opposition.

I

A Case in Point.—“ Contempt for the Peo
Death of a Son of Gen. Harrison.—Died TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS........... FIRST SESSION*
SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1840.
ple lies at the bottom of this whole scheme of very suddenly, on Tuesday evening last, at
IN
SENATE.
electioneering.”—Amos Kendall's Address.
the residence of his father, at North Bend,
wiiig7nomiivation^
MONDAY, JUNE 22.
The Claremont Eagle publishes the follow Dr. BENJAMIN HARRISON. He was in
The
Bankrupt
bill
was
next
called,
and
Mr.
ing extract from the Westfield Spectator, a the 34th year of his age. His funeral will
FOR GOVERNOR,
zealous Van
Buren ,paper:
______
__ ___
,
i take place this morning, at the Bend. This Wright of New York presented a memorial,
“ Shall it be said that »he man of knowl- intelligence will be a very great shock to the which was read and ordered to be printed.
EDWARD KESTT,
edge—the statesman and true republican General, as the Doctor was in good health, It prays, that the bill shall not go into opera
OF BANGOR.
tion
until
twelve
months
from
the
date
of
(Van Buren) is thrown aside for one in the when he started to Fort Meigs.
its enactment, and that it shall not apply to
commonest walks of life ?” (Harrison.)
Cincinnati Gaz. 13th ult.
FOR PRESIDENT,
debtors, except in cases where a majority of
Those who oppose Gen. Harrison’s election
because he is a man, “ in the commonest walks
Death of the Hon. Thomas Sumter.—We re the creditors are willing. The debate was
WILMAR H. HARRISON.
of life,” manifest certainly a most decided ceived last evening, with sincere regret, in continued to a late hour.
THURSDAY, JUNE 25.
OF OHIO.
“contempt for the People.”
telligence of the death of this estimable gen
SUB TREASURY BILL.
TUESDAY,
JUNE
23.
Again,—a correspondent of the New York tleman.
He died at his residence near
Mr. Sergeant addressed the committee in
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
The Bankrupt Bill was taken up and continuation of his powerful speech against
Evening Post, describing a “ Log Cabin Rais Statesburg, after a short illness, in the 72d
1
discussed
at
great
length,
both
by
its
oppo

ing” at Poughkeepsie last week, says of Mr. year of his age.—He was the son of Gen.
JOHN TYLER,
the Sub-Treasury system, and the whole fi
Hoxie, one of the speakers—
...... ...... Sumter
....... . —..a ....................
...........
. nents and advocates, the question being nancial policy of the administration.
Thomas
heroic name—.and
father
OF VIRGINIA.
chiefly
on
the
amendments
submitted
by
Mr.
“In the afternoon he addressed THE ! of qie Hon. Thbs. D. Sumter, of our present
When he finished there was a great com
Wright.
RABBLE at the village Hall, in the usual delegation
- ■
■
-- was himself,
.•
in Congress. He
for
petition for the floor—but Mr. Win. Cost
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
There appeared a strong feeling on the Johnson, was the first that caught the eye of
manner of all Whig orators.”
many years, a member of Congress, and sub
ISAAC ILSLEY, Esq., of Portland.
Kendall and his crew are truly a precious sequently Minister of the U. S. at the Court part of the friends of the bill, to push it to the Chairman.
engrossment this evening, and an equally
set—they get rich upon the plunder of the of Brazil.—Charleston Mercury,
Gen. ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
He, however, gave way to Mr. Hastings,
strong one, on the part of its opponents, to of Ohio, who spoke in favor of the bill,
public treasury, and then turning up their no
defeat
it
altogether;
and
thus
a
vigorous
ses, stigmatize the people as the rabble and
CO UJVTYlfOJVVE.TTIOJr,
Phenomena.—The Florida Herald has the
and in defence ot the administration.
sneer at Gen. Harrison, their candidate for the following notice of some recent phenomena ! warfare was kept up until a quarter past 6 o’FOR YORK COUNTY.
i clock. The last move of the opponents sucPresidency, as one “ in the humblest walks of which have occurred in the peninsula :—
FRIDAY, JUNE 26.
The Young Men’s Whig County Con
I ceeded in defeating the question of engrosslife”!
Mr. Clifford moved to suspend the rules to vention will meet, by adjournment (in com
Some of the ponds and lakes are drying , rnent, and probably was the only one that
And this is Democracy !
up ; or rather running off’. About 18 months j would have done so,—it was to lay the bill enable him to offer the following resolution, pliance with a vote adopted by said Conven
Gloucester Telegraph.
since, we understand the water in Tuscvilla on the table and print it as amended, and on which was agreed to, and the resolution was tion at Alfred on the 12th of February last,)
adopted by a vote of 123 to 58—it being more at the Town Hall, in Kennebunk, on Satur
lake, Alchua county, ran oft', and it is now
Yankee Doodle.—-It is known to most or all completely dry. It was said by those who 1 this motion one or two of those committed than two-thirds.
day the 4th day of July next, at 9 o’clock
our readers we presume, that this National saw it, that there was a strong current run in favor of the Bankrupt Law acquiesced,
Resolved, That the Committee of the Whole, A. M.
air was originally composed by a haughty ning towards the centre, and it was describ notwithstanding which the vole was a very who have in charge the Sub Treasury bill, be
June 12,1840.
close one, being 24 ayes to 23 noes ; and thus discharged from the consideration of said bill
and purse proud British officer in derision of ed as similar to the emptying of a funnel.
the matter rests for the present.
the Yankees, that Were called into the ser
from
and
after
Friday
next,
unless
the
same
shall
—YORK
Since then, we have heard that the Orange
On the question of engrossment there will be reported to the House at an earlier day ; and HARRISON CONVENTION,
vice of the mother-country, during the wars lake is running off in a similar manner.
COUNTY.
be
forty-eight
votes.
1
hazard
the
prediction
that
said
bill,
with
such
amendments,
if
any,
as
with the French and Indians. By some A gentleman who saw it a few years since,
Those friendly to the election of the
means it was adopted as a national air by informed us that about ten thousand acres that there will be a tie—and that the meas shall have been adopted in said committee, shall “ Farmer of North Bend,” for our next Pres
be
taken
up
in
the
House
on
Saturday
next,
at
ure
will
prevail
by
the
casting
vote
of
the
those same Yankees that it was intended had been completely drained. Not more
ident, are requested to assemble at the Town
twelve o’clock noon and be the special order until
at first to deride ; and many were the times than about two feet of water remained in the Vice President.
finally.disposed of, reserving to said committee Hall, in Kennebunk, on the 4th of July next,
that the proud and haughty Briton had to lake.
the right, according to the rules of the House, to at half past 9 o’clock, A. M., to nominate a
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24.
yield to the same despised and derided Yan
The theories in explanation of these phe The Bankrupt Bill was called from the ta report the same sooner if the discussion shall ter candidate to be supported as an Elector of
kee, when led on by this favorite National air. nomena are : That the obstructions in the
President and Vice President, for this Con
minate.
Indeed victory scarcely ever failed to perch subterranean streams, with which these lakes ble where it was laid by the close majority of 1
Mr. Sergeant moved to take up the Bank gressional District, and to act upon the two
last
evening,
and
additional
amendments
pro

on the banner of the high-souled Yankees, have communication, have from some cause
rupt bill from the Senate, that it might be re Electors at large, proposed at the State Con
when led on by the lively, the soul-stirring been removed, and allow a free passage to posed.
ferred and printed.—Objection being made, vention, held on the 17th inst., as also on the
Mr.
Walker
proposed
a
reconsideration
of
tune of Yankee Doodle. He was then al the water, or that the crust of limestone has
the
House refused to suspend the rules, yeas nomination of Governor.
the vote of yesterday fixing the 4th of March
most invincible.
It is expected that the proposed Conven
broken through and let it off'. The spot for the time of the bill to go into operation. 88, nays 88.
In like manner the terms Log-Cabin and where the Orange Lake was running into,
tion will nominate Slate and County officers,
The
discussion
of
the
Sub-Treasury
bill
The reconsideration was ordered, 23 to 19.
Hard Cider had their origin, and they are appeared newly broken.
for this county, to be supported at the next
Mr. Wright proposed the 1st of February. was resumed, and Mr. McCarty, of Virginia, election—also that they will select a candi
likely to produce similar results. The stalladdressed
the
House
in
favor
of
it.
He
was
Mr.
Walker,
the
1st
of
January.
The
vote
fed, purse proud minions of the present Ad
A singular rumor which has been current,
followed by Mr. Biddle, in a masterly speech date for Representative to the National
ministration, supposed they could bring into that pirates have actually seized a vessel on was taken at first upon Mr. Wright’s motion in
Congress.
opposition to it.
—
the
Senate
sustained
the
motion
by
a
vote
disrepute the people’s candidate, by taunting the North River, is confirmed. The vessel is
Punctuality is particularly requested.
of
25
to
21
ly telling their party that instead of a splen the schooner Carroll, of this city, Captain Mi
Per order of the County Committee.
SATURDAY,
JUNE
27.
Mr. Dixon, of R. I., followed with a speech
did palace, such as Mr. Van Buren had, Gen chels. She was taken off Peekskill, by three
June 20, 1840.
The
Sub-Treasury
Bill
was
taken
up,
and
eral Harrison lived in a log cabin ; and in fellows who were received on board as pas advocating the law not as a temporary meas Messrs. Campbell of Tenn., Reed ot Mass.,
stead of champaign and other costly beverage sengers. They carried her down to Bedloe’s ure as proposed, (the bill extending for two John Davis of Penn., Hill of Va., and others,
COUNTY CELEBRATION,
to present to his guests, he had nothing but Island, where they let the Captain go on years,) but as a permanent law. The yeas spoke on the subject.
In accordance with a resolution unani
and
nays
were
demanded
on
the
motion
to
hard cider, the products of his orchard, and shore, and took his vessel to the Jersey side,
After the recess, an agreement was made mously adopted by the County Convention
perhaps made by the labor of his own hands ; stripped, scuttled and sunk her. The only strike out the limitation. The result was as between
those who were anxious to speak, held at Alfred on the 12th of February last,
follows
:
—
Yeas
13,
—
Nays
33.
that he occupied the low and humble station crew was one boy, who was permitted to
that
no
one
should speak more than one hour. the citizens of York County, in favor of the
After some unimportant amendments, and
of a Clerk of a County Court. The terms leave with his master. The sheriff is in pur
Gen. Harrison to the PresidenThis
is
the
last
of the tiebale. The bill elevation
------of-------------------‘ Log Cabin and Hard Uider,' have now be suit ofone Dean Vanderwater, of New Jersey, one of interest, requiring the debtor to inform must come outnight
of Committee on Monday CY»
celebrate the approaching anniversary
come mottoes of the Whigs, and they will as with Governor Seward’s requisition.—JV. Y. the creditor by letter of his intention to take evening at 6 o’clock.
of our 1VQ,
National
',r',,nr Independence, at Kenne
----- 
the benefit of the bankrupt act, the bill was
certainly march to victory under them, as did
by appropriate .public ceremonies.
An
The consequence of this step will be the bunk,.....
------ ---ordered to be engrossed as follows :
the Yankees under the vivifying influences Dispatch.
termination of the session on the 13th of July. Oration will be pronounced by Hon. Ichabod
of“ Yankee Doodle.” The origin, and the re
Feas—Messrs Clay of Kentucky, Clayton,
Bartlett of Portsmouth, N. H. Addresses
The Norfolk Herald says that the crew of Crittenden,
sults produced by the two attempts at deris
Davis, Dixon, Henderson, Hun
are expected from several gentlemen, citizens
The
late
Despatches
from
England.
—
It
is
the
U.
S.
ship
Lexington,
that
arrived
at
that
ion may be consider^ a remarkable coinci
Knight, Merrick, Mouton, Nicholas, reported from Washington, from various of the county and strangers, in the afternoon
port on the 16th nit. have not yet been paid tington,
dence in the history of our country.
Norvell, Phelps, Porter, Ruggles, Smith of sources, which appear to be entitled to cred of the day.
off
A
messenger
had
been
despatched
to
Lexington Observer.
Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge, Walker, Web it, that the British Government has accepted
June 19.
Washington but had returned without the ster,
White, Williams, Wright, Young—24. the proposition from ours, for a joint com
money !
JVaj/s—Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, mission, to explore and survey the boundary
Capital.—The “ Spy in Washington”
Brown, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay of Alaba line, according to the treaty of 1783, with an
has lost none of his original pungency. He
Mr.
Raynor,
M.
C.
from
North
Carolina,
for
ma, Cuthbert, Fulton, Hubbard, King, Linn, umpire to decide all disputed points, accom
frequently preaches a long sermon in a short
paragraph. We gave one or two such, from his assault on his colleague, Dr- Montgomery, Lumpkin, Pierce, Prentiss, Preston, Roane, panied with some conditions which are not
in
the
House
of
Representatives
at
Washing

Robinson, Smith of Connecticut, Strange, slated, but which are represented as unim
him, a few days since. Here is another—equal to any dish of tea or coffee in the land : ton, some days since, has been tried and fined Sturgeon, Tappan, Wall—23.
portant. If this report be true, as we pre
“ A friend was conversing with a Locofoco $50.
sume it is substantially, it is probable that it
THURSDAY, JUNE 25.
member of Congress, from a Locofoco State.
will be shortly announced to Congress, by an
The Richmond Enquirer of Tuesday con
Said the gentleman to the honourable mem
The Bankrupt Bill, after some discussion executive message.—Boston Daily Adv.
tradicts
its
assertion
of
the
previous
day,
to
ber—“ How do you think the people of your
finally passed—yeas 21, nays 19. Several
State now are ! Do you suppose that they the effect that Mr. R. M. T. Hunter, Speak Senators had “paired off,” which will account
The Buckeye Blacksmith.—Mr. John Baer,
er
of
the
House
of
Representatives,
had
de

are yet Democratic ?” The honorable mem
for the difference of this vote from that on a blacksmith from Ohio, has taken the stump
ber paused for a few moments, and then re clared his intention to vote for Mr. Van Buren. the engrossment.
for Gen. Harrison, and after delivering ad
It is “ now authorised to state, that this is a
plied—
The question was taken by yeas and nays dresses in that State, has come on to Wash
mistake ; that his private vote is uncommitted
“ I suspect my people are in the situation —unpledged to any one.”
and carried as follows:
ington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New
of a traveller that I once heard of. He stop
Y eas —Messrs. Clayton, Davis, Dixon, Hen York, in all which places he has vast crowds
ped at an inn to breakfast, and having drank
derson, Huntington, Knight, Mouton, Nicholas,
A large Republican Family.—The De Norvell, Phelps, Porter, Ruggles, Smith of In to hear him. He appears to be one of na
a cup of what was given him, the servant ask
ture’s orators, arid having read a good deal is
Rn jrs OJV CO
ed, what will you have, tea or coffee?” To troit Advertiser says, there is a gentleman diana, Southard, Tallmadge, Walker, Webster, well informed in all matters of political history.
CONVENTION AND CELEBRATION,
now in that city who, with his FOURTEEN White, Williams, Wright, Young—21.
which the traveller answered—
He takes off his coat, rolls up his sleeves as
BROTHERS, will vote for Harrison. They
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton,
at Rennebunk^ July
1S1O.
“ That depends on circumstances.—If what have
Brown, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay of Ala., Cuth ifhe was preparing to take his hammer in
FIVE
SISTERS
living,
whose
po

you gave me last was tea, I want coffee. If litical views are in accordance with their bert, Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Pierce, hand, and then he goes at it with prodig
it was coffee, 1 want tea. I want a change.” own ! This may be called an Extensive and Roane, Robinson, Smith of Conn., Sturgeon, ious power, hitting Matty and the spoilers The Committee of Arrangements recom
Tappan, Wall—19.
right and left without mercy. Perhaps he
mend the following
harmonious family.
may come further east.—Are there not other
Which is the Democrat %—“ Gentlemen,”
ORDER OF THE R.av.
mechanics or working men who can take the
said Gen. Harrison to his brother-soldiers
FRIDAY, JUNE 26.
At Sunrise, a National Salute, nngtng of
Melancholy Casualily.—A pleasure boat
when about to part with them at »he close of which started from the Fort for the city, yes
The annual report of the Secretary of the stump as well as Mr. Baer ? Are there no Bells, &lc.
the North Western campaign—“ Gentlemen, terday afternoon, just before the squall came Treasury, on the Commerce and Navigation Yankee Blacksmiths to take the field against
From 8 to 9 o’clock the Delegations from
if you ever come to Vincennes, you will not up, was capsized, and the two individuals on of the country, was received, and 5000 extra an administration which avows the policy of the different towns in the County will
reducing
the
wages
of
labor
?
find the siring of my latch pulled in.”—“ Fel board were drowned. They were brothers— copies were ordered to be printed.—Mr. Rob
enter the village, on the Wells, Alfred and
low,” said Mr. Van Buren’s liveried servant one by the name of Isaac P. Nichols, of Boston ertson, on leave, introduced a bill amendato
Kennebec Journal.
saco roads, and will be escorted bv the
to an honest and sturdy countryman, who, a who was on a visit here, and who was to have ry of acts establishing and regulating the Post
“TtppECANOE Volunteers” to the" Main
month or two ago, called at the White House left this place for that city, last evening ;—the Office Department, which was referred to
Right .—Gen. Brown of Lenawee county, “tfeet, from whence they will inarch to the
at 10 o’clock in the morning—“ Fellow, if other Wm. B. Nichols, by trade a cabinet the Committee on the Post Office and Post received a short time since, the appointment i P^ces assigned them, viz :—
you have any business here, you will have to maker, and was engaged with Mr. Corey, in Roads. The joint resolution for the relief of of Visitor to West Point. This was a bait
to (i .The
“ Delegations from Acton, Alfred, Ber- '
, ----call at a proper hour.”
him in the party. Hn ha« sinp« hnw^v_
I
Exchange street. The latter has left a wife the sufferers by the tornado at Natchez was keep
°n ““ Saeo K
Road,
near
er, declared for General Har^nflni m a |
°ad> ncar
*W%iclT*is^lw-DeHbOGrat ?
’and one child to mourn his sudden exit—the taken up, and after some discussion it was
The Delegations from Buxton Corner, Pr
former was an unmarried man. The boat, we ordered to be engrossed. After an Execu meeting the other day, avowed his determinaRATS DESERT A SINKING SHIP.
understand, sank immediately on being capsiz tivesession, the Senate adjourned to Monday. non not to accept the loco toco appointment.' iot and Hollis, on the Old Saco Koad west of
nton.M journey
¡,v,........ the Globe Hotel.
.
xvudu west oi‘
It would interfere with his intended
Another Van Buren Candidate for Elector in ed, having in stone ballast, and the young men
to Fort Meigs I—Detroit Adv.
Tennessee, declined.
kept up but a short time. Had the boat been
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The Kennebunk Delegation, on the Main
We learn by a letter published in the Mur- ballasted with water, or loose stones, which
‘ Right!’ Yes. When was a true Ameri street, near Wm. M. Bryant's.
SATURDAY, JUNE 20.
**f,i*eFs4W<5’,‘Time*IbaT™M'T7^hl1l!ress, the might have discharged themselves, she would
The Kennebunk-port Delegation, on the
Mr. Evans of Maine addressed the House can soldier wrong ? General Brown was at
V. B. candidate f3T
the eighth e- not in all probability have sunk, and the un in opposition to the Sub-Treasury bill with Fort Meigs, in full uniform, a right noble Cross Street, from Union to Main, near Isaac
lectoral district of Tenn., declines the canvass. fortunate victims have been saved by cling great ability. He was followed by Mr. Til- looking officer—and the way he shouted for Furbish's Store.
•—The Nashville Whig in its preface to the let ing to her, as several other young men were, linghast of R. I.
old Tip when his heroic deeds were rehears
The Delegations from Kittery, Lebanon,
ter, which it publishes, says :—“No doubt Mr. whose boat had been capsized at the time of
ed, told that the soldier’s heart was bi^as Limerick and Limingion, in the area by the
C. has come to the conclusion that1 the better the occurrence of this disaster.—Portland Ad
brave.— Cleaveland Herald.
Unitarian Church.
MONDAY, JUNE 22.
part of valor is discretion,’ and is not at all in vertiser of 23 d ult.
The Delegations from Lyman, Newfield.
A
resolution
was
offered
to
take
the
Sub

clined to take to himself the honor of being
Striking Coincidence .'—In 1812 or 1813, North Berwick, and Parsonsfeld, on the Al
Treasury
Bill
out
of
Committee
on
Friday
defeated. He is the fourth one who has backToo Heavy a Dose.—The Hallowell (Me.)
whether or no. The yeas and nays during our war with Great Britain, when fred Road.
Vd’tnrrfrom •t4ie*emitest.~*‘ “Perhaps he ‘ bad’nt Cultivator gives an account of the singular next,
were
taken,
and the motion was lost, only Gen. Harrison was fighting his country’s bat | The Delegations from Saco, Sanford and
his documents.’ Who vvil-W*c^ih,e next-?”
death of a man belonging to that place, nam 109, not two-thirds, voting in its favor. The tles, the Federalists of Augusta, with Reuel Shapleigh, on Union Street, near Porter Hall's
ed Kavanah, who, while under the influence
of the bill, in Committee, was then Willictnis at their head, who is now the great Store.
More Backing Out.—Mr. Teley the Van of liquor, asked a lawyer for a warrant a- discussion
The Delegations from South-Berwick, Wa
resumed, and Mr. Rayner of N. C., addressed leader of the federal Locofoco party of this
Buren candidate for Lieutenant Governor of gainst himself, that he (Kavanah) might J)e the
State, hung and burned James Madison in terborough, Wells and York, on the Cross
House at length on this subject.
Indiana, has followed the example .of the ad committed to jail as a common drunkard, to
effigy in that town ; and on the 17th June, Street near the dwelling house of Capt. Wil
ministration candidate for the same office in afford him an opportunity of becoming sober.
1840, lhe federal Locofocos of Fairfield, hung liam Lord,jun.
TUESDAY, JUNE 23.
Kentucky^ancTwTtTrdrawn from the canvass. The lawyer advised him to take an emetic
in effigy Gen. William H. Harrison, thq
Strangers in the area by Union Academy.
Mr.
Wise
moved
to
suspend
the
rules
in
<^iTcrriier’of the Van Buren Electoral candi rather than a warrant, and throw off his in
friend and companion of Madison, who com
In order to facilitate the business of the day
dates hr Mississippi, (Chapman Levy, Esq.) toxication by vomiting, to which Mr. K. order to bring up a motion to terminate the manded the army by his appointment that it is
desired that the several delegations will
has declined—making three in. that State— agreed. A physician was consequently ap present session a fortnight from Saturday flogged the British and Indians in three sev be promptly at the places designated, so as
(Judge Quitman, Col. Claiborne, and Chap- plied to for that purpose, who it is said, gave next. It did not Qven obtain a majority of eral engagements during the last war I ! Do to
be ready to take their places in the procession
man Lgxy^E^q4.iÄb^have backed out from him a powerful portion of tartar emetic. He votes.
The friends of the Administration look up honest Republicans need any more proof by 10 o'clock precisely.
the Van Buren ticket within the last two was soon much convulsed, vomited, and con
that the present Van Buren party are identi
At 9 o’clock precisely the “ Young Men's
months. This is almost SWtTaslB’e desert- tinued to vomit most violently through the on it as a trap, and if they get into it, they will cal
with the old Federal party of the last Whig County Convention” will be called to
lose
the
Sub-Treasury
bill,
and,
losing
that,
*£?Firbm the E1e'etofaFtiiCke'rih*TeTinessee. ■ night of the next day, the last part of which
they would lose the election. No day will war ? If they do let them look at the speech order in the Town Hall.
he appeared to suffer intensely from thirst,
of James Buchanan, the leader of the Van
At h past 9 o’clock the “ Harrison County
Progress of Opinion.—The Louisville Jour earnestly begging for water, which the phy be fixed for adjournment until the Sub-Treas Buren forces in the Senate of the United Convention” will be called to order in the
nal of Friday has the following paragraph : sician thought it not prudent to allow him to ury bill has passed.
Town Hall.
The Sub-Treasury bill will not pass, until States, who once said in a public speech in
“There is a gentleman in this town, poor but drink. His nurse leaving him for a moment,
Pennsylvania that if he “ supposed he had a
At 10 o’clock precisely the Procession will
its
friends
shall
form
a
quorum
of
the
House
;
respectable, with whom we have had many he contrived to get hold of a large pitcher,
drop of Democratic blood m his veins he would move from the Unitarian Church, under the
but
what
with
sickness,
necessary
absence
’
good-natured politica^collisions. Wealways and eagerly drank a great quantity of cold
and pairing off, the number of availables is let it outf—who now boldly advocates the direction of Capt. Henry Kingsbury, Chief
found him, until yesterday, a most zealous water and died within thirty minutes.
reduced to about 106—whereas 122 are want- doctrine of reducing the wages of our me Marshal, in the following order :—(The Chief
supporter of the administration. Yesterday
actual number of the friends of chanics and working-men to a par with the Marshal and four aids will appear on horsemorning, Irowewr, he came to us in the mar
Hon. Wm. A. Hayes of South Berwick, has the'BillThe
includi
",
Hunter, poor serfs of Europe, who are glad to get the back. All others on foot.)
toon n tinnì r» tori
__ 1 „/• 17* •.
_
\ - --Jing the Speaker, Mr.
ket and observed—4 Well, friend, I am with •been
appointed one of the Board of Visitors and exclusive of Messrs. Casey, Wick,
1. Chief Marshal and four Aids, mounted,
and value of a “ Sheep's head and pluck” a day ! !
you at last. I have supported
Mr.
Van
Bu

T ,
now examining the Cadets of the Military A- Fisher, is 125.—-If they were all here, ’there
Somerset Journal.
2. Escort. (Limerick Artillery, and Tipren, but I find it won’t do. II have
"... ’...
had sen- cademy at West Point.—Democrat.
pecanoe Volunteers.)
would be no difficulty in passing the bill and
ous misgivings for more than a month past,
The Norfolk Herald says :—Gov. Branch,
3. Music. (Saco Band.)
terminating the session.
and all hesitation is now ar an end. I go
(of North Carolina,) has openly avowed his
Mr.anon.
John Kennard of South Berwick has
4. Committee of Arrangements.
Mr. Holleman concluded his speech, to-dav
henceforth with all my hem for old Tippe- , been
has
.
™r.
to-day,
opposition to the Administration of Martin
vu appunncu PÄ
rveopcr oi me
JLIgDt H
1 °“Se W ¡lit«
—
W I 17V.
WhUÄ
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J1? J-*'
5. Orator and Chaplain.
Van Buren, declaring it to be in his opinion
I Whale’s Back, Portsmouth harbor.
till the adjournment, against it.
F
6. Invited Guests.
“ corrupt.”
1 7. President and Vice Presidents of the day.

8. Officers of the Convention.
9. Soldiers of the Revolution.
10. Soldiers of the last War.
MUSIC.
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11. Acton Delegation. 12. Alfred do. 13.
Berwick do. 14. Biddeford do. 15. Bux
ton do. 16. Cornish do. 17. Eliot do. 18.
Hollis do.
MUSIC.

19. Kennebunk Delegation. 20. Kennebunk-port do, 21. Kittery do. 22. Leban
on do. 23. Limerick do. 24. Limington do.
MUSIC.

•

Illinois in motion.—A State Whig Con
vention was held at Springfield, Illinois, on
the 8th ult. It was decidedly the greatest
turn out ever witnessed in that State. JVme
thousand seven hundred persons handed in
their names as Delegates, and about fifteen
thousand were present. We cut a couple of
paragraphs from the letter of a correspondent
of the New-York American, who was on the
ground

“ It was, indeed, a glorious sight to see. We
25. Lyman Delegation. 26. Newfield do.
27. North Berwick do. 28. Parsonsfield do. were among the first on the ground ; and from
29. Saco do. 30. Sanford do. 31. Shap- the time we pitched our tent until night, and
from early the next morning until noon, there
leigh do.

MUSIC.

was a continual stream of delegates pouring into

The Democrat publishes a~ paragraph, pur
porting to have been written by Mr. Senator
Buchanan, in February, 1838, in which he
denies peremptorily having made the state
ment that “ if he thought he bad a drop of
democratic blood in his veins,” &c. We do
not recollect to have met with it before. It
may be what it purports to be, and probably
is. It may be, also, that the denial is well
founded. If so, it is no more than just that
he should be relieved from the imputation of
having given utterance to the words attrib
uted to him, and we would very cheerfully
contribute our part toward setting the matter
right. Well, when all this is done, what fol
lows ?—that Mr. Buchanan is an old fashion
ed democrat ? Oh no. It is a fact that he
was an ultra federalist in the palmy days of
the federal party, although he now ranks as
a leader of the democratic forces, and is so
acknowledged by those who profess to re
gard the term “ federalist” as a reproach. About these facts there can be no doubts.
They are beyond controversy. So the Dem
ocrat gains nothing by all its noise and blus
tering about the quotation, even if the denial
is genuine and well grounded. About the
latter, it seems that some who have at least
as good opportunities as either our humble
self or our erudite neighbors of forming a cor
rect opinion in the case have serious doubts.
In the House of Representatives on the 26th
of March last, Mr. Morgan, in the course of
some remarks, said—

32. South Berwick Delegation. 33. Wa town. Look east, west, or south, and one saw
banners streaming over the prairies as the
terborough do. 34. Wells do. 35. York do. the
long files made their appearance.
36. Strangers.
“ The country was in one blaze of excitement
The Procession will move through Main from that to Springfield. From almost every
Street to Union, thence the entire length of farm house the women waved their handker
Union Street to Main, thence down Main chiefs to us; the old men, without exception,
Street to the Unitarian Church—thence on cheered us. One man we saw breaking prairie
with a Harrison flag on his plough, and one at
the old Saco road to the place of meeting.
each corner of his field.”
The ORDER OF EXERCISES will then
be as follows :
Alabama moving !—A Harrison State
Prayer.
Convention was recently held in Alabama,
Marseilles Hymn.
for the purpose of nominating an Electoral
Oration.
Ticket. J. S. Hunter, one of the Van Buren
“ The Hour is coming,” &c.
The Procession will then re-form in the Electors for that State in 1836, presided. Not
same order as in the morning and move less than One Thousand Delegates were pres
through the Main Street to the Dinner Pa ent. The good cause is daily gaining strength
vilion.
in this State.
Persons will be stationed at the en
trance of the Pavilion to receive the Tickets.
Delaware waking up.—A Harrison meet
After Dinner, Addresses will be made— ing at Delaware city, on the 20th ult. was
Songs sung, &c.
attended by persons from all parts of the
During the afternoon the Harrison Coun State, and was undoubtedly the largest public
ty Convention will be called to order in the
“ I could not fail to remember another distin
Pavilion, when the reports of the Committees meeting ever held in Delaware. The num guished Senator, a brilliant star in the galaxy of
ber present is estimated at from 7 to 9000. Federalism, (Mr. Buchanan,) who gives the best
will be made and acted on.
(tjr’The Vice Presidents of the several i Several distinguished gentlemen, among them evidence of his political principles in an attempt
reduce the wages of labor, and the value of
towns are requested to meet the President of | Hon. Mr. Crittenden and Judge Clayton, to
property, to the standard of a gold humbug—and
the Day, Hon. Joseph Dane, at the Vestry of addressed the assemblage.
who, in earlier life, evinced the warmth of his
the Unitarian Church, at 1-4 before ten A. M.
political attachments, by declaring that he thank
precisely.
Gen. Harrison visited Cleaveland, Ohio, ed God that he had not a drop of drop of demo
fty^The Marshals of the several Delega on his return from the Fort Meigs Celebra cratic blood in his veins, and if he thought he
had, he would tap them and let it out.
tions are requested to meet the Chief Mar
“ Mr. Ramsey. I say that is not correct.
shal at the Vestry of the Unitarian Church, tion. He was welcomed, on his arrival in
that city, by some four or five thousand of “ Mr. M. I say the gentleman knows nothing
at 1-4 past nine A. M.
about it. He will not denj’ that the Senator was
Revolutionary Soldiers and Soldiers of the “ bone and sinew of the land.” The far a zealous Federalist—and as to the particular ex
the last War are respectfully invited to be mers in the country around “ dropped the pression, it was made when that gentleman and
present at the Celebration and participate hoe and flocked in by hundreds to hear and myself were in our cradles.”
with us in the festivities of the day- They
Will the Democrat, while in the humor of
are requested to assemble at the Vestry of see their old fellow-laborer and friend.” Gen. furnishing authorities’, inform us what satis
H.
addressed
the
multitude
for
about
an
the Unitarian Church before 10‘o’clock.
factory evidence it has that Charles A. Wick
(^’’Invited Guests are requested to as hour. His remarks were frequently inter
liffe, Governor of Kentucky, or Ben. Har
rupted
by
earnest
shouts
of
approval.
He
semble at the Unitarian Vestry before 10
o’clock.
was followed by Maj. Clarkson, a distinguish ding, a distinguished whig ex-member of
Oj^A Committee of Reception will be in ed officer who served under Gen. H. in the Congress, have taken, or are about taking, a
attendance at the Vestry of the Unitarian
stand in favor of Mr. Van Buren ? or that
Church, on Friday evening, from 7 to 8 o’ Northwestern campaign. His refutation of John Rowan was ever a Whig. «We pause
the
slanders
in
relation
to
the
conduct
of
his
clock, and on Saturday morning, from 6 to
9 o’clock, for consultation with delegates General during that campaign was full, con for a reply.”
from abroad,—to make provision for their ac clusive, withering.
commodation, &c.
Our neighbors of the Democrat cannot get
“ Major Clarkson closed with an earnest and 1
In compliance with the wishes of gentle powerful
appeal to the friends of Reform not to over their trouble about the Whig County
men from different parts of the County, the relax their efforts. They have an army of office
They are out
ceremonies in the Pavilion will be conclud holders to contend with, better trained, better Celebration in this town.
ed at 4 o’clock or as near that hour as is disciplined, and better paid, than were the sol again in their last number in relation to it,
practicable.
diers of Napoleon or Wellington.
Every man and seem to have lost none of the rancor and
Salutes will be fired at intervals during the should engage in the contest as the brave soldier bitterness which characterised their remarks
enters the hard contested fight, feeling that the
day.
At Sunset, a National Salute, ringing of victory depends alone on his good right arm. of the preceding week. It is a ‘ sign of the
The choice was now between Gen. Harrison times’ which they do not like—it looks too
the Bells, &c.
and Gen. Ruin !
much like a warning voice to the office-hold
If the weather should be such as to render
Col. Todd, of Cincinnati, the gallant aid of
it necessary to relinquish the foregoing plan, Gen. Harrison during the whole campaign, also ers to loosen their grasp on the “ spoils.”
such arrangements will be made as circum briefly addressed the people in the most emphat
The Democrat says we have before aver
stances shall require, and any further ar- ic manner. He was by the side of Harrison in red our belief that the people were about to
rangements that may be considered expedi the battle of the Thames, saw him in the midst
of danger, knew that he planned and ordered the take the management of their own business
ent will be made.
battle, gave Col. Johnson’s column the order to into their own hands.
This is true. We
charge, and the speaker fearlessly asserted that
TICKETS.
none but the base would attempt to pluck a laur have before expressed the conviction that the
A Collation will be provided, at 25 cents el from the brow of his old Commander. To an People were about to relieve the office-hold
inquiry from some one in the crowd why Gen. ers from the burthen ot managing their af
per ticket.
Tickets may be found at the Mousam Harrison resigned his command before the close fairs, and honestly believed that such was the
House, Globe Hotel, Hilton’s Stage House, of the war, Col. Todd in a most emphatic man
replied, that he resigned because there were fact, from the intelligence which reached us.
at Nathan Wiggin’s on the Alfred Road, at ner
no more battles to be fought in his district—that But we were deceived.
The “ power and
Mitchell’s & Gillpatrick’s Store, and at vari the
command on the frontier below, that of right
ous other places, which will be designated by belonged to Gen. H. was given to another out of patronage of office was brought into conflict
placards. It is very desirable that all who in improper motives by the then Secretary of War, with the freedom of elections”—the public
tend to partake of the Collation should provide the notorious Gen. Armstrong, and that Gen. money was expended, and the party tri
themselves with tickets before the Procession Harrison was never the man to pocket the emol
It is different
uments of office when no service was to be ren umphed over the People.
moves to the Pavilion.
dered.”
now. The People are moving themselves.
HORSES # CARRIAGES. Col. James Taylor of Newport, Ky., who They find that they have been influenced too
For the convenience of those who may was one of the most influential supporters of long by professions of“ Democracy” and of
visit us from abroad, as well as to prevent Van Buren at the last election in that State, regard for the “ laboring classes” on the part
confusion, it is desirable that as many as pos has taken the stump in favor of Gen. Harri of the administration and its friends—that
sible of the Horses and Carriages should be son.
----------- ----------left out of the village.
Oxford Convention.—The Whig Con they have too long been inactive witnesses
Forage for Horses and attendance can be ventions, for Oxford Congressional aznd Sen of the operation of the ruinous measures
obtained at the following places :
atorial Districts, held at Paris on Thursday, of the unprincipled partizans who hold the
On the Alfred Road, of Nathan Wiggin, at
25th ult. were attended by about 80 delegates, reins of Government in their hands. And
the Fletcher place.
they have resolved that our public interests
On the Saco Road, of Timothy Frost, at the and the following nominations were made
shall
be confided to other hands. Never be
Globe Hotel.
with entire unanimity :-Zadoc Long for Rep
On the Wells and Sanford Roads, at Hilton's resentative to Congress ; Rufus K. Goodenow fore has there been such a spirit abroad —
Stage House.
never before, in all parts of the country, have
In the village, at. the Mousam House, and for District Elector ;—Daniel Tyler and Sim men of all professions left their places of bu
eon Barrett for County Senators ; Simeon
at & Mitchell's Stable.
siness and assembled in thousands and tens
Norris lor County Treasurer.
fl^r’Our readers must excuse all “ sins of
of thousands to consult upon the best means
(jjT’The store of Mr. C. P. Ingraham, on of promoting the public weal and for inter
omission and commission” which they may
Commercial wharf, in Portland, was forcibly changing pledges of faithful and unwearied
discover in our Gazette this week. We an entered
on the night of the 25th ult. and for
ticipate a day in its publication, and more ty dollars in specie stolen therefrom.
exertions to elevate to the highest offices in
than this, the preparations for the Celebra
their gift the candidates who are opposed by
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
tion have made no small demands on our
official power and influence. In time past
DIALOGUE BETWEEN A CENSUS we have hazarded predictions upon indica
time and attention.
TAKER AND A FARMER.
Census-Taker.—Mr. E. how many hens tions less striking and general—but now who
A Whig State Convention for Rhode Is
that reads with a candid spirit can doubt ?
land was held in Newport, on the 26th ult. have you got ?
Farmer.—\ don’t know sir,—quite a num The opponents of the administration are evefor the purpose of nominating candidates for ber, but I never counted them.
where united—“ Harrison and Tyler” are
Electors of President and Vice President.
Census- Taker.—What is the annual in
everywhere their watchwords ; and daily and
Nearly all the towns in the State were repre come of your nens ?
Farmer.—A don’t know, sir,—it depends hourly are the free and untrammelled spirits
sented by large delegations. Messrs. Nicho
something
upon the price of eggs and chick of our land throwing off the shackles of the
las Brown, George Engs, Wager Weeden ens, and things
are rather low now.
office holders and ranging themselves, by
and William Rhodes were selected for Elect
Census-Taker.—Will you please to make
an estimate, and let me know how much you open and undisguised avowals of their
ors.
change of opinion, with the advocates of
are willing to be taxed for ?
So it Goes.—In my absence for a few days
Farmer.—I can’t tell. I had two old hens “ Harrison and reform.” He who hath ears
in Michigan, one of my late war soldiers at that had each a brood of chickens about the to hear afid eyes to see must feel convinced
whose comfortable Inn on his bounty land 1 same time, and they commenced a quarrel of the truth of all this, whether he acknowl
breakfasted, on Saturday morning last, learn about the spoils, and both claimed the whole,
ing my name, inquired me out by ‘ straight- the consequence is, the poor chickens fared edges it or not.
out’ yankee questions; and after mutual con hard in the battle, some of them are dead,
gratulations at meeting after so long a sepa and the rest are sick and dying, and it is
Changes in Vermont.—At the late Whig
ration remarked—‘ Lieutenant, during the quite as uncertain what the annual income meeting at Castleton, Mr. Wheeler formerly
last war, we did not hear such stories of Gen. will be, as it is what the United States reven Van Buren candidate for representative of
Harrison, as are now put forth. Then he ue will amount to in the hands of such Col that town, made a speech and said—
was a brave, humane, and successful Gener lectors as Swartwout.
“ They may call me a turn-coat, or what
al, nor do I believe those stories now. He
Census-Taker.— Well, I don’t wish to be ever else they please, but my judgment tells
will be our next President I hope. These sto trifled with, 1 am under oath and must put me that this people cannot prosper under the
ries are all lies.” My soldier was a loco foco, you down something.
policy and measures of this administration,
but his late party friends have lied him out of
Farmer.—Pray, sir, is this tax you are go and I will not, dare not, disregard the dic
their ranks. A LATE WAR OFFICER.
ing to make to pay the cost of Gov. Fair tates of my conscience. I believe Gen. Har
Cleveland Herald.
field’s war, by which he made Sir John Har rison honest, capable, faithful to the Consti
vey back out of a threat, and back into the tution, and a true friend to his country. He
The Van Buren Convention in Delaware, land, or is it to go into the new sub-treasury ? shall have my cordial support.”
Census-Taker.—None of your business. I
has nominated James K. Pojk for Vice Pres
Vermont Watchman.
canH stop to talk politics. Good bye, sir.
ident.—Where is Col. Johnson ?

ORIGIN OF LOG CABIN AND HARD
CIDER.
The sneering allusion to a ‘ log cabin and
hard cider,’ originated with the Baltimore
Republican, and was for a few weeks copied
by the loco foco papers generally.
The
Washington correspondent of that paper, af
ter alluding to Gen. Harrison’s condition in
life, his age, his ‘ poverty,’ and the ‘menial’
service he submitted to, performing the du
ties of County Clerk, &c., wound up an arti
cle with the following flourish :
“ Give him a barrel ot hard cider, and set
tle a pension of two thousand a year upon him,
and my word for it he will sit the remainder of
his days in his log cabin, by the side of ‘ sea
coal’ fire, and study moral philosophy.”

This was so exceedingly happy an idea,
that the editor of the Republican had to re
peat it in another column. Accordingly we
find the following editorial paragraph in the
same paper :
“ A Proposition.—It was proposed, some time
since, that Gen. Harrison should be presented
with a barrel of hard cider, on condition of his
retiring from the field as a candidate for the
Presidency.”

TREASURER’S OFFICE,

Augusta, June 21,1840.
OTICE is hereby given, that all claims
upon the State, now due, and for which
Warrants or-Scrip are now outstanding, will
be paid on presentment, as follows :—those
held
In the County of York—to the Manufac
turer’s Bank, Saco.
In the County of Cumberland—to Jas. B.
Cahoon, Esq., Portland.
Southerly part of Oxford—to same, do.
Northerly part of do.—to the Treasurer at
Augusta.
In the County of Penobscot—to the Treas
urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the
30th of June.
In the County of Piscataquis—to the Treas
urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the
30th June.
In the County of Waldo—to the Treasurer
at Belfast, on Thursday, the 2nd of July.
All other Counties will be paid at the Treas
ury on and after the 30th day of June inst.
D. WILLIAMS, Treasurer.
June 24.
3w.
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About the same time, the Washington cor
ake particular notice.-Iq
respondent of the Evening Post made the im
many hundred certified cases which
portant discovery that Gen. Harrison was a
have been made public, and in almost every
‘ poor man,’ and gave vent to his republican species of disease to which the human frame
ism in the following strain :
is liable, the happy effects of MOFFAT’S
“ Gen. Harrison’s poverty has awakened the LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS
sympathy of the ladies of this District, and they have been gratefully and publicly acknowl
are now at work getting up a subscription to edged. The public cannot, therefore, be too
supply the ‘ war-worn hero’ with a suit of often reminded that they recommend them
clothes. If you have any old shoes, old boots, selves in diseases of almost every description.
old hats, or old stockings, send them on, and
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor
they will be forwarded to the ‘ hero of North
oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign
Bend.’ ”
remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Palpita
The Boston Post undertook to prove that tion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart
Gen. H. was a ‘ tinker,’ and travelled about burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper,
the country mending tea-pots ; whilst anoth Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive
er zealous Van Buren paper expressed great ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds,
alarm lest ‘ one in the commonest walks of life" Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds,
should be elevated to the Presidency :
Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Consumption,
“ Shall it be said that the man ofknowledge— Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic
the statesman and true republican, (Van Buren) Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive
is thrown aside for one in the commonest walks complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa
of life, (Harrison) ?”— Westfield Spectator.
greeable Complexions, Salt Rheum, Erysipe
For a few days these, and a score or two of las, Common Coldsand Influenza, and vari
similar contemptuous paragraphs, went the ous other complaints which afflict the human
circuit of the Tory papers. In the mean frame. In Fever and Ague, particularly,
time the people got hold of it. Their pride the Life Medicines have been most eminently
was aroused at this palpable attempt to ridi successful ; so much so that in the Fever and
cule Gen. Harrison’s humble pretensions, his Ague districts, Physicians almost universally
retired life, his simple habits. His friends prescribe them.
resented it. They marked this language of
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
contempt for rural life, for farmer’s drink, for is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
log cabins, and they adopted “ hard cider” cines strictly according to the directions. It
and “ log cabin” for mottoes on their banners. is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything
We cannot better close this paragraph than he himself may say in their favor, that he
in the beautiful language of the Evening hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the results
Journal :
8 of a fair trial.
“ We thank the enemy for giving us the log
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de
cabin as a Whig emblem.
Il is a most fitting signed as a domestic guide to health.—This
illustration of our principles.
It carries the little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375
mind back to a period of republican simplicity, Broadway, New-York, has been published
when our rulers were faithful and honest. For for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr.
tunately onr country is not so old in years, nor Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found
our people so enervated by luxury, as to forget
their log cabin origin. We all know that Patri highly interesting to persons seeking health.
otism resides among our yeomanry.
The It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the
watch fires of Liberty are guarded and fed by causes thereof. Price, 25 cents—for sale by
the dwellers in log cabins.
We are proud, Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
(j^’These valuable Medicines are for sale
therefore, of the opportunity of supporting a log
cabin candidate for President. We joyfully ac by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
cept the Log Cabin as our coat of arms.” x
April 8,1840.

T

ORDINATION.
The Ordination of Mr. George W. Creasey, as Pastor of the Union Church and 2d
Congregational Society in this place, is ex
pected to be on Thursday of next week, at
11 o’clock, A. M.—Sermon by Rev. Mr. Condit of Portland.—The Examination will be
in the Vestry, at half past 8 o’clock in the
morning.—[Com.

gle

“WIEEIAM LORS & Co.
— HAVE JUST RECEIVED1 —

QUARTER Boxes fresh Raisins ;
60 hhds. Cadiz Salt ;
4 hhds. Rock do. suitable for salting butler ;
1 bbl. Hams Bacon ;
3 hhds. Porto Rico Molasses;
Pecco Tea ; Sperm Oil ; Coffee ;
Brown Havana Sugar, &c. &c.
—also——
100 Rose and Yellow Chairs ;
6 Rocking
do.
Kennebunk, June 6, 1840.

HYMENEAL.

id Be

MARRIED—In Boston,25th ult., Mr. Joseph
K. Adams, to Miss Tameson M. Phillips of Saco,
HEALTH AND STRENGTH.
Me.
R. S. O. RICHARDSON’S SHERRY
In Limerick, 21st ult. Mr. William Beal of
WINE BITTERS.—This article is high
Limerick, to Miss Catherine Parsons of New
ly recommended by several of the most respecta
field.
In Newfield, Mr. Albert Shaw of Thorndike, ble physicians and editors in the country as de
cidedly the best medicine ever offered to the pub
to Miss Eliza Drew of Newfield.
lic, for all those prevalent diseases called Jaun
dice, Liver Complaints, Heart Burn, Dizziness,
_____________ OB ITU AR Y.
Dyspepsia, Headache, wandering or settled
pains, sinking faintness, sour stomach, loss of
DIED—In this town, on Wednesday last, Mr. appetite, weakness of the limbs, nervous debility,
Samuel Taylor, aged 78 years.
costiveness and piles. They preclude the ne
cessity of using pills that the public are advised
to take in large quantities, which serve only to
SHIP NEWS.
debilitate the patient, and doom him to be a pili
swallower to the end of his days,
KENNEBUNK, JULY 4, 1840.
P. S. Barnard and W. S. Skinner continue as
travelling Agents.
memoranda.
Remember his medicine can never be obtained
Cid. at Savannah, 24th ult. ship Pactolus, of pedlars on any pretence whatever.
Prepared from medicinal plants and rox>ts, at
Harding, New York.
At Havana, 14th ult. brig Packet of this port. Dr. Richardson’s laboratory, South Reading.
Sold wholesale and retail, at his office, No. 15,
Hanover street, Boston, and by most Druggists
EIST OF EETTERS
and Merchants throughout the New-England
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, States.
Price 75 cents per bottle. His dry bitters, put
Maine, June 30, 1840.
up in a pressed form, are 50 cents per paper.
A. B.C. D. E. F. G.
For sale in Kennebunk, by Daniel Remich,
ILLIAM ALLEN, Joseph Ayers,—
Warren and Samuel Jordan.
Emilus L. Beckley,—Collector of the Alex.
Juné 20,1840.
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WPort, William Clough, David Cliff, Edmund

Currier, Henry Crooker, Arnos Cousins,—
William Durrel, Mrs. Hannah Durrel,—
James Emery,—Asa Fairfield, 3, Oliver Free
man, Edward Foss,—Miss Elizabeth Gowen.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Joseph Hatch, 2, Enoch Hardy,—William
Lord, 2, William Lord, Jun., Jeremiah Lord,
G. & I. Lord, Ruben Littlefield, John Larra
bee, Mrs. Olive Littlefield,—Amos Maddox,
Miss Mary Maddox, Benjamin Mitchell, Miss
Ann M. Mitchell.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
James Nason,—Benjamin Osgood.—Wil
liam Parsons,—John Ross, William Ross,—
Smith and Porter, Jabez Smith, William
Scamman, Mrs. Jamin Savage, Mrs. Sophia
Smith.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Larance Tapley, James Taylor, Miss Eliz
abeth Taylor,—Mrs. Rhoda B. Varney,—
James Warren, A. Warren, George Wilson,
Philip Wormwood, Mrs. Warren, Miss Nan
cy Wells, Miss Sarah A. Wheeler.
54
JAMES OSBORN, P. Master.
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Carriage and Sign Painting.
ANIEL GLASIER, having taken the

Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
D
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
CARRIAGE, SIGN & ORNAMEN
TAL PAINTING.

N. B. All work done by him will be war
ranted to stand.
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
3m.

-

■

PAPER.

CASÉ ruled Letter Paper—white and
blue—fine and superfine—which will
be sold at very low prices.
1 case Brandywine Quarto Post—fine and
extra.
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do.;
Note Paper.
Cap and Pot Writing paper, rifled and un
ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Cololired, Ticket, Mo
rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and
Drawing Papers. Bristol Board—white and
colored.
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log
Papers—by the ream or quire.
Kennebunk Iffiigh. School.
Writing Paper, ruled for bills, memoran
HE next Term at this Seminary will dums, &c. &e. constantly on hand.
“
D. REMICH.
commence on Monday July 6th. Tu
ition 3 and 4 Dollars. For admission apply
STATIONERY.
to the Teacher.
JONAS BURNHAM.
RESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
Kennebunk, July 1, 1840.
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
der. &c. &ci Just received by
CIJTIÆI&Y.
D. REMICH,
Kennebunk, May 13,1840.
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,—
CARPETING
'
Scissors, &c. &c. This day received by
D. REMICH.
For sale by
JAME$ LORD.
Kennebunk, May 13,1840^
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
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He bravely fought the savage foes ; when this old hat
was new.

PPETRA.
The following song was read during the ,
proceedings of the Convention at Augusta,
June 17th, in the afternoon, from the balco
ny of the State House, by the Hon. Mr.
Holmes, with fine effect, and if we are allow
ed to guess, we should say it was from the
versatile pen of that gentleman.

SONG.
HARRISON.
Tune—Yankee Doodle.
It rather seems that humbug schemes
Can never more cajole us ;
There’s such a run for HARRISON,
That nothing can control us.

The Western World the flag’s unfurled,
No faction can divide her ;
And all the rest will sign the test,

“ Log Cabin and Hard Cider."
When our frontiers were drench’d in tears,
Their cabins sack’d and gory,
He struck the blow, chastis’d the foe,
And conquer’d peace with glory.
Then join the throng and swell the song,
Extend the circle wider ;
And let us on tor HARRISON,

“ Log Cabin and Hard Cider."

When British bands and savage clans
Unitedly assailed us,
Our HARRISON was then the one
Whose courage never failed us.

Through all the west he stood the test,
And all his foes confounded,
And held his posts against the hosts,
By whom he was surrounded.
Though at the Thames some other names
Come in to grace the story,
He laid the plan and led the van
To victory and to glory.
Then crowd the throng and swell the song,
And spread his glory wider,
And join the run for “ HARRISON,
Log Cabin and Hard Cider.”

Let Grundy sneer and Benton jeer
The day of retribution.,
We firmly trust ’twill be for us,
A day of Restitution.
And let Calhoun change every moon,
And every such backslider,
We’ll go as one, for “ HARRISON,
Log Cabin and Hard Cider.”

No golden schemes, nor Benton dreams,
No Swartwouts to beguile us,
Nor any Price or other vice,
To purchase or defile us.

With HARRISON, our country’s
No treachery can divide her,

one,

The thing is done with a HARRISON,
Log Cabin and Hard Cider.”

Come farmers all, attend tho call,
’Tis working like a charmer,
Hitch on the team, and start for him,
For he’s a brother farmer.
His Cabin’s fit, and snug and neat,
And full and free his larder,
And though his cider may be hard,

The times are vastly harder.
With social joys—wives, girls and boys,
Our cabins and our cider,
We’ll shout as one, for HARRISON,
And spread his glories wider.
The South and West will stand the test,
In spite of every spoiler,
And we’ll engage to seal the pledge
For HARRISON and TYLER.

Quackery,

PROBATE NOTICES.

BRANDRETH’S PILLS,
to

HE most barefaced and villainous, is so A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
proved by the experience of thousands
When this old hat was new, the friends of liberty
at Sac., wUhin
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
Knew well the merits of old Tip while fighting at
and for Ike County of yorli.on the first.Von-\onb relendodcare.Maand hovo rens0^ for cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
Maumee;
Come now., huzza for Harrison, just as we used to do,
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight- (¡10 most heart-rending suspense, but when I an- all having the same origin, and invariably aviso
When first we heard of Proctor’s fall, when this old hat
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. nounce that—“ If, after giving them a fair trial from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
was¿.new.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
1for
__the complaints specified below, they prove namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
tion of the BLOOD.
“pHEBE HUBBARD, administratrix ot useless the money shall be refunded/
Gtoods ! Cheap I / Cheap ! ! ! IT the estate of Dimon Hubbard, late of sumed, that they will not hesitate about trying In a period of little more than three years in
the United States, they have restored to a state of
-------- 000-------Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, my
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
MILO JASPER GOSS
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
having presented her first account ot ad
AS purchased the Stock of’ Goods of ministration of the estate of said deceased an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump TF1OUSAND persons, who were given over as
tive and Dropsical complaints, and a sure cure incurable by physicians of the first rank and
George D. Conant, and has also made for allowance :
for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless standing, and in many cases when every other
a large addition of NEW GOODS, just purORDERED

—That the said administratrix the patient has been tapped or saturated with remedy had been resorted to in vain.
chased in Boston, which he offers to the old give notice to all persons interested, by caus mercurial preparations, either of which renders
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
customers of G. D. Conant and the public ing a copy of this order to be published three a cure doubtful, though such cases have been be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
generally, at very low prices. The Stock con weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga cured by them.
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
sists in part oi
These Pills are composed of a great variety of tional or from some immediate cause, whether
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Eng. and Am. Prints from 6^ to 34 cts. that they may appear at a Probate Court to simple physical and restorative medicines, and it be from internal or external injury, it will be
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the they have effected the most astonishing cures cured by persevering in the-use of these Pills.
per yard ;
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in
first Monday of August next, at ten of the when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing sickness
Summer Cloth of all descriptions;
is beginning to be appreciated. It is
had failed, the patient having been given up
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any else
Ladies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves ;
to die ; and testimonials are continually being found much more convenient to take an occa
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
al

“
Silk Pic-Nic
do. ;
received, showing their wonderful efficacy in sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
lowed.
“
Kid
do.;
building up debilitated constitutions and securing well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
u
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that
the Health!
A true copy—Attest,
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tions to Consumptive -persons, and Certificates months of miserable weakness, and the only one
Handkerchiefs ;
June 6.
Look at the
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
difference between the appearance of those two
companies each box.
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very lowxprice persons—one has been treated by your regular
“
“
Scarfs ;
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts.;
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight of all persons, who are made agents fur selling is, see how the shadow of death throws his
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. them, will be found annexed to my advertise solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Hdks.;
see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
ment in the State paper for the time being.
A. HAYES, Judge 0} said Court :
Edinboro’ Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
TESTIMONIALS.
ELAT1AH LITTLEFIELD, guardian
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
do. ;
Though 1 prefer that the success of my Pills perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
of Mary Jinn Winn, Oliver B. Winn,
Blue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
He
should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
Rufus Winn, and PeZiffia/t L. Winn, minors
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
le most inveterate case of Liver com
and children of Joseph Winn, late of Weils, nex the following as specimens of the many cer says,
Black Sinsbaw do. ;
plaint
”
—
“
nothing
but
the
most
energetic
reme

in said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre tificates I have on hand.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837.
sented his first account of guardianship of
Fig’d
“
Linings ;
This may certify, that in the spring of 1829, I Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
said minors for allowance :
was seized with a fever, which afterwards better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Col’d and White
ORDERED—That tho said guardian
Cambrics ; Lawns ; Muslins ; Laces ; White give notice to all persons interested, by caus brought on the Dropsy. After trying several with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White ing a copy of this order to be published physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland, erable
the sad remainder of his existence; this is
and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ;
Lace Veils, &c. &c.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was called curing. Shocking folly !
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves;
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of life,
Kid Walking Shoesand Slippers ;
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court which had now become a burden to me, I return man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Liver
Blch’d Shirting from 63 to 14 cents ;
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
5-4 “ Sheeting ;
the first Monday of August next, at ten of the gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing conscious strength, his countenance is clear
Bro. Shirting from 6| to 10 cents ;
serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
clock in the forenoon, and she’w cause, if any of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’s and
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12£ “
Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, I the feeling of new life and animation; he has
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
al

“ Drillings;
was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
lowed.
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
Bed Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents ;
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his soon rose without any injury being sustained
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS.
A true copy,—Attest,
Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
well in the course of six months.
I make this a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d,
June 6.
statement, and wish it published for the benefit entirely recovered the attack : because his
Green, Invisible Green BROADCLOTHS,
those who are suffering under similar cases ; blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within of
together with a good stock of
that they may know what has cured one who has ing purged away the old and impure fluids, tho
and for the County of York, on the first Mon suffered every thing but death, and who consid solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borno
CASSIMERES & SATINETTS,
day in June, in the year oj our Lord eight ers his life saved by the above medicine.
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
of a variety of colors and qualities.
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WIL
life and body both.
E. S. THOMES.
Groceries.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
Sou., Y. Hyson and Pou. TEAS ; Havana ON the petition of Harriet E. Noble, wid authorized me to state, that after having buried Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGARS ;
ow of Amaziah JVbble, late of Kenne four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger; Tobacco ; Cloves ; bunk, in said county, deceased, praying for tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining corrupt humors of the blood ; th. ”0 humors
which cause disease—they impede the func
Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
an allowance out of the personal estate of one, was given up to die, with the same com tions
of the liver when they settle upon that
plaint by several “ Regular Physicians.” In
—ALSO —
said deceased :
situation she commenced taking my “ Amer organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Glass and Crockery Ware ;
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no this
produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to ican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ac muscles,
cording to my directions, she was in a few weeks nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro
es ;
all persons interested in said estate, by causing restored to health, and has been able to dis duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
a copy of this order to be published in the charge her domestic duties now for six or seven tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, years.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen in said county, three weeks successively, that
The following was drawn up by the Rev. of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer dnd
tine ; Dye Woods, &c.
they may appear at a Probate Court to be Joshua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of all who behold them.
{C^The above Goods were bought low holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on the the Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
and carefully selected, and will be sold as low first Monday in August next, at ten of the to me. after being signed by his wife, and the the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
ry
other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
as can be purchased in the county.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any wife of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
We, the undersigned, having derived great tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
(ty53Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are they have, why the prayer of said petition
benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills, do is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
invited to call and examine.
should not be granted.
cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful known, and more and more appreciated.
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The cure by purging may more depend up
Medicine. Our complaints were of a Bilious
may wish to purchase Goods will find as
A true copy, Attest,
character, and we were reduced to a state of on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
good an assortment and prices as low as can
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
great debility, and we experienced many uneasy than may be generally imagined. Whatever
be found in the country. Jl share of the pub
June 6.
and painful sensations ; but by taking those Pills tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
lic patronage is respectfully solicited.
according to Mr. Fernald’s directions, we were it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
relieved and restored to a state of perfect health. of constant exercise is seen.
When constant exercise cannot be used
We still keep and use them, as a family medi
WANTED
cine, and would not be without them on anv ac FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
IO toils good BUTTER.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
count.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT.
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
3m.
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
HANNAH TAYLOR.
of life, are kept free from those impurities
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General which would prevent its steady current minis
Agent ;—County of York—Daniel Remich, tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; Ebene- vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
of Probate for the County of York,
zer Sawyer, Hollis ;—County of Hancock—Aus ture which is thus assisted through the means
Commissioners to receive and examine the
and outlets which she has provided for herself. .
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
claims oflhe creditors to the estate of
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
AMAZ1AH NOBLE,
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
HE
most
safe
and
effectual,
economical
late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
Bowery, beiioeen Prince and Houston Sts.
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
represented as insolvent, hereby give notice
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
TRUFANT
’
S
COMPOUND.
man Constitution that has ever been discov
that six months from the date hereof are al
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
lowed said creditors to bring in and prove ered.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
their claims ; and that we will attend the bu
.Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
public,’that the increased demand lor’
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
siness to which we are thus appointed, at the rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
the above article, from abroad as well as Cincinnati,
at
119 Main street.
office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
home, warrants him to believe it to be as1
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
bunk, on the last Mondays of each of the fol or any mineral substance.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex recommended, when faithfully applied, as the
lowing months, yiz. : July, September and
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after perimenting with different vegetable medi following will show :—
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now
noon of each of said days.
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effec
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
offers bis Universal Pills as best, the most
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“ A SHOCKING BAD HAT !”

We find the following capital lines in the
Cleaveland Herald. They were written by a
farmer of Portage county, Ohio.
WHEN THIS OLD HAT WAS NEW.

When this old hat was new, the people used to say,
The best among the Democrats were Harrison and
Clay ;
The locos now assume the name, a title most untrue ;
And most unlike their party name when this old hat
was new.
When this old hat was new, Van Buren was a Fed,
An enemy to every man who labored for his bread ;
And if the people of New-York have kept their records
true,
He voted ’gainst the poor man’s rights when this old
hat was new.

When this old hat was new, Buchanan was the man
Best fitted in the Keystone state to lead the Fed’ral clan.
He swore “ if Democratic blood should make his veins
look blue,
He’d cure them by Phlebotomy,” when this old hat
was new.
When this old hat was new, (’twas eighteen hundred
eleven,)
Charles Ingersoll did then declare, by all his hopes in
heaven,
“ Had he been able to reflect, he’d been a tory true,”
And ne’er have thought it a reproach, when this old
hat was new.
When this old hat was new, ofRich’d Rush ’twas said,
To figure well among the Feds, he wore a black cock
ade ;
Deny this Locos, if you please, for every word is true,
1 knew full well old Dickey Rush when this old hat
was new.

When this old hat was new, the Senator from Maine,
Destroyed by fire an effigy, to immortalize his name,
The effigy was Madison’s if common fame be true,
So Reuel Williams was a Fed when this old hat was
new.

When this old hat was new, ’twas in the Granite Slate,
That Henry Hubbard asked each town to send a delega*e’
Io meet in council at the time when Federalism blue
Made Hartford look like indigo, when this old hat was
new.
When this old hat was new, Sam Cushman did declare,
“ That should a soldier cross the lines, he hoped he’d
perish therej
And leave his bones in Canada for enemies to view
So much for his democracy, when this old hat was new.

When this old hat was new, old Governor Provost
The Stales invaded, at the head of a British host,
Then mark, ye Locos, what did Martin Chittenden
then do ?
Forbid Green Mountain Boys to fight when this old
hat was new.
When this old hat was new, Woodbury and Van Ness,
E, Allen Brown, and Stephen Height were of the Fed
eral Mess,
A. H. Everett, and Martin Field, and Sam. C. Allen,
too,
Now Patent Democrats were Feds, when this old hat
was new.
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W. B. SEWALL,
THEODORE THOMPSON.
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.

convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
ed for general use ; and in offering them to
the public he is actuated more by benevolent
JEFFXIRSOnr HOUSE, than pecuniary motives, as the price of the
medicine will show.
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
They are mild and pleasant in their opera
-------- 000
HIS bouse is one of the oldest and most tion, and convey almost immediate convic
respectable in the City, having been es tion of their utility from the first dose. They
tablished many years. It is in the centre can
of be taken with safety by persons of age ;
business, and well supplied with the best the and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
market affords. Merchants and others from delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
the country will find every thing to make because they clear the system of humors,
them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day. quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
from whatever source, and invariably produce
JOSEPH DREW.
sound sleep.
June 19, 1840.
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme
NOTICE.
dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
HE person who took from the pasture of ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the
James K. Remich, (with whom 1 was stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints,
at work) on Monday last, a snuff-colored out fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
side Jacket, is requested to leave it at the mencement will invariably check their pro
Printing Office, or return it to the place from gress, and save the patient from a protracted
whence he took it, in said pasture, as he and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
would avoid trouble—the thief being known. ble in nervous and hypocondriacal affections,
loss of appetite and all complaints to which
JACOB DAY.
females alone are subject. They operate as
Kennebunk, June 17,1840.
a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
certain remedy for worms in children.
SYDNEY COAL.
I might publish a volume of certificates
CHALDRONS of Sydney Coal,
but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
for sale by
will recommend itself to all who will make
OLIVER BOURNE.
trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
Kennebunk-port, June 2,1840.
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
CHARLES GOODWIN- two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
— HAS FOR SALE —
pills, price 25 cents.
50 Chaldrons Sidney Coal^ Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
the above pills in the United States—of
suitable for Grates or Blacksmiths.
whom they may be had in any quantities, at
— ALSO —
No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
1OO Quintals DRY FISH, Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
of these Pills in Kennebunk.
suitable forfamily use, Cheap.
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply
Kennebunk-port, June 8,1840.
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ROO3TI PAPER.

tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub
scriber has been Agent for the sale of the above medicine for a few months, and during
that time has seen persons affected with the
Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
slight touch on the hand to the covering of•
the whole body, completely cured by the above medicine ; and would recommend it
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
any degree with the above complaint. And
resort has been had to this in cases of obsti
nate humors of years standing with entire
success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
Hallowell, February 20, 1839.

The subscriber having been Agent for the
sale of the above named medicine for several
months, and having known of several cures
performed by using it, can safely recommend
it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
J. E. LADD.
[From a gentleman in Hartford, Ct.J

Mr. Trufant.—Dear Sir : Hearing of an
extraordinary cure of Salt Rheum in this vi
cinity by the use of your Compound ; I wish
you to forward me by way of Boston, four
packages to be sent from Boston to Hartford
by Mail.
October, 1839.
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
For sale by
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
May, 1840.
ly.

Notice to Trespassers.
OTICE is hereby given that any person

who shall be known to
Ntreador persons
down the grass, cut small trees

poles,'&c. or throw down the fences, on the
Land of the subscriber, will certainly be pros
ecuted.
J. K. REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 6, 1840.

BOOTS AND
SHOES.
-------- 000---------

GRASS SEEDS.

How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
Never purchase without being positively sure
that the person selling has an Engraved cer
tificate of Agency, and UTobserve it has been
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my

Principal New England Office,

19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.

SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck*
and Seleucus Adams ;
Lyman, William Huntress;
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Berwick, J. S.T. Cushing ;
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL
Spear ;
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
man ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer*
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
J. Goss ; F. & E. 11. Newbegin ;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
forLimington, James McArthur;
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Buxton, T. Bolles”;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Aeton, Wm. Evans.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.

241 Broadway, N. Y.
REMICH has this day received 1000
R. C. RAINES
May, 1839.
TJTERDS GRASS, Clover and Red Top
« rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
OULD give notice that he keeps on JCa. Seeds, just received by
patterns,— which will be sold very cheap,—
Writing Fluid.
hand a good assortment of
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
some as low as I2£ cents per roll.
BOOTS <& SHOES,
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
Kennebunk, May 29, 1840.
Kennebunk,
May
13,
1840.
of his own manufacture: such as Men’s and
When this old hat was new those worthies did oppose
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
The cause, and friends of liberty, and stood among
Boys’, Ladies, Misses and Children’s Shoes ;
AND PAPER—a good article—just re
their durability without their corrosive prop
“PARTRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER- Gaiter Boots ; French Kid Slippers, &c.
their foes;
ceived and for sale low, by
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
X VATIVE-For sale by D. REMICH,
Not so with <! Granny” Harrison, for at Tippecanoe
Kennebunk, May 22, 1840.
D. REMICH.
March 12, 1840.
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